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The National Cleaner
Production Centre South Africa
(NCPC-SA) is a national programme
of government that drives the
transition of South African industry
towards a low carbon economy
through resource efficient and
cleaner production (RECP).

Through projects and services,
the NCPC-SA assists industry
to lower production costs and
their environmental impact

Vision

through reduced GHG emissions,
energy, water and materials usage,
and improved waste management
by the industrial sectors.

The NCPC-SA’s vision is
to be South Africa’s centre
of excellence in resource
efficient and cleaner
production.

The NCPC-SA is a programme of the Department of Trade
and Industry (the dti) hosted by the CSIR

Director’s Overview
The National Cleaner Production Centre, South Africa (NCPC-SA)
saw first-hand the challenges facing South African industry during the
past year. Despite the tough economic climate, where capacity and
resources are strained, we have also seen an increased appetite for
innovation and efficiency.

Ndivhuho Raphulu
Director: NCPC-SA.

Fifteen years after its official introduction to South Africa

Through its Industrial Energy Efficiency (IEE) Project and

in 2002, the value of resource efficient and cleaner

Industrial Symbiosis Programme (ISP), the NCPC-SA will not

production (RECP) is becoming increasingly apparent for

only be reporting on GHG mitigation for the country, but will

both businesses and all government tiers. The services of the

be assisting companies to become proactive in offsetting

NCPC-SA, as well as commercial experts in this field, can

their carbon footprint ahead of any regulatory obligations.

make a significant contribution in these challenging times.

Of equal urgency is the pressing need to reduce water

Over-and-above the business case and profitability

consumption, as droughts and rising temperatures place

incentive for RECP, the saving of energy and waste

pressures on this resource without which we can do

translates directly into the mitigation of greenhouse

nothing. I am pleased to confirm that the Industrial Water

gas (GHG) emissions, commonly understood as carbon

Efficiency (IWE) Project has commenced and we hope to

mitigation. As a signatory to the Paris Agreement of 2015,

see a significant shift to water savings in the coming years.

South Africa has set targets for 2020 and 2025 respectively,
and national interventions to report on and mitigate
emissions are already being drafted into legislation.

The RECP and broader sustainability arena is an exciting
place to operate right now, and I am optimistic that the
role and impact of the NCPC-SA, through its services and
the professionals it has trained, will continue to grow to
meet the very real challenges of the next 15 years.
Ndivhuho Raphulu
Director: NCPC-SA
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Potential savings for Industry
through Resource Efficient and Cleaner Production

During 2017/18, the
NCPC-SA will undertake
a focused follow-up
campaign to assess the level
of implementation achieved
by assessed companies from
previous years, identify barriers
to implementation and
measure savings
achieved.

During the 2016/17 financial year, the NCPC-SA
identified energy, water and materials interventions
in 128 plants that could potentially save the
companies R382 million per annum.

Increasing potential
The R383-million in potential savings identified between 1 April 2016 and
31 March 2017 translates into an average company saving of R3-million
per annum. When compared to the average of R850 000 per company
in 2013, it is clear that the potential value in RECP has increased.
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

107

201

179

191

128

Potential savings per annum

R91 m

R187 m

R212 m

R231 m

R383 m

Average per company

R0.8 m

R0.9 m

R1.9 m

R1.2 m

R3 m

Companies assessed

Projected potential

This essentially means that if the 128 companies assessed adopt the NCPC-SA’s
recommendations and implement the interventions, they could save a combined

R2.3 billion over the next five years, even with a moderate escalation in

R2 500

resource prices of ten percent.
When viewed in retrospect, the 806 companies assessed since 2013 could

R2 000

2021 = R561

save a cumulated total of R12.4 billion if 100% of the opportunities identified
were implemented.
At a reasonable expectation of 50% implementation, this translates into

R6.2 billion in potential savings over 10 years:
R1 500

2020 = R510

R Millions

R1 400
R1 200
R1 000

2019 = R463
R Millions

R1 000

2018 = R421
R500

R337

R800
R228

R600

R192

R400

R116
R106

R200
2017 = R383
R0

Cumulated potential savings of the 2016/17
financial year in 128 plants = R1.9 billion
(escalation of 10%).
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R45

2013

R94
2014
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2016/17

2016
2015/16

R234

R130
R133
R132
R71

2017

2018

2014/15

R232
R126
2019
2013/14

2020

2021

2022

2012/13

Cumulated potential savings of 806 companies assessed between 2013 and 2017 escalated at 12%
and projected to 2022 = R6.2 billion.

Water:
308 000 kl

R3.6 million

Energy:
64.2 GWh

R67 million

Materials:
1.1 million tonnes

R2 million

Implemented Resource Savings
During 2016/17, the NCPC-SA measured
implemented resource savings in 33 companies
worth R73 million.
Of particular interest this year were the savings
achieved through implementation by the

Internship Programme. During 2016, interns
and their mentors implemented resource savings
worth R7.4 million in 18 host plants.

R72.8 million = Savings in 33 companies

2016/17 RECP Internship Programme
The NCPC-SA’s first 12-month internship programme was a

The interns benefited from participating in the programme

resounding success, with host plants having realised almost

by increasing their employability. 56% of the 16 interns that

R7.5 million in resource savings through implementation

completed the programme are working as a result of their

by interns and their mentors – and 16 young graduates

participation.

provided with first-hand experience in the implementation
of RECP methodologies and techniques.

The employment of the interns confirmed the success of
the 2016 internship programme. It demonstrated that the

The 16 interns that graduated successfully were the first

host plants recognised and acknowledged the benefits

to complete the amended internship programme that

derived from the interventions implemented by the interns.

allows for increased benefits for both the host plants and
the interns. In addition to the interns becoming equipped

Energy

Water

Materials

with the skills to undertake in-plant assessments and
identify savings opportunities in their host plants, the 2016
interns actually assisted their plants by implementing

Saved
Rand

kWh
Saved

Saved
Rand

kl
Saved

Saved
Rand

Material
Saved
Tonne

R2.7 m

3.1
GWh

R2.7 m

125 400
kl

R2 m

1 012 t

resource saving interventions.
Eighteen host companies in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal
and the Western Cape received in-depth assessments
identifying a total of R36.7 million in potential savings in the
areas of energy, water and materials. Implementation took
place in 16 of the plants, following the resignation of two
interns in favour of permanent employment elsewhere.

Identified savings =

R36.6 million

Actual implemented savings =

R7.5 million and 1 000 t CO2e

The face of the
science and engineering
field is changing. Of the
interns that graduated from
the 2016 RECP Internship
Programme, 56% were female,
contributing to the number
of employable females
within the science and
engineering field.
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Industrial Water Efficiency Project
The Industrial Water Efficiency (IWE) Project’s efforts in
2016/17 focused primarily on preparing the business case
for hosting and launching an IWE Project in South Africa.
As an extension of its water-related activities, the NCPC-SA continued to support
the Strategic Sector Cooperation Partnership between South Africa and the
Kingdom of Denmark on the Water Efficiency in Industry track. The Centre is
currently an active member of the Partnership Agreement Project Steering
Committee as well as the Project Management Committee.
As part of the partnership programme, a joint full-day workshop was hosted

Recycling of
contaminated water
at the Rotapak Plant.

Increase in
water savings

on 30 March 2017 by the Royal Danish Embassy, partnering with the

An encouraging statistic is the
increase in the value of potential
water savings identified during the year.
Water savings in 2016/17 amounted
to 6% of the identified savings value,
or R23.2 million, approximately
triple the previous year’s savings.
The dedicated IWE Project
should increase this value
in the coming years.

South African Department of Water and Sanitation and the NCPC-SA
to engage with selected members from the public sector and food
and beverage sector.

CASE
STUDY
Closing taps and fixing
water leaks – It can be that simple
Natures Garden participated in the 2016 RECP Internship Programme
and implemented interventions for water. Natures Garden has been in
the business of producing frozen vegetables and chips for over 20 years.
They have two process lines, the vegetable process and the chips process
lines. Both processes use a lot of water and were identified by the intern
to have a lot of spillages and material waste.
• Fixing of water leaks: A few leaks were identified that had a flow rate
of 1 litre per minute for two leaks this was costing the company
R16 300 per year which is 1,050 kl of water lost a year.
• Closing of taps: Several taps were often left open. This was costing
the company R40 900 per year which is 2,618 kl per year.

By fixing water leaks and
closing taps, Natures Garden

IWE Launch at the joint collaboration workshop with the
Royal Danish Embassy and Department of Water and Sanitation.
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saved R728 000 which
equates to 39 404 kl
water saved.

Industrial Symbiosis Programme

CASE
STUDY

The Industrial Symbiosis (IS) Programme gained
momentum with the completion of 27 synergies
during the 2016/17 year, the first two due to the
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) IS Programme and 25 in

1

Separate wet and dry waste.

Gauteng.

Great rewards from diverting
waste from landfills

Savings from these synergies included 6,000 tonnes of waste
diverted and 8,800 tonnes of input material saved. There are
currently 283 companies registered on the SYNERGie
Management system.
The NCPC-SA continued to spearhead the IS Programme
with provincial partners in the Western Cape, Gauteng and
KZN. The Gauteng and KZN IS Projects (GISP and KISP) are free
facilitation service projects that connect companies to identify
and realise business opportunities in their operation processes
enabled by utilising unused or residual resources (materials,
energy, water, assets, logistics, expertise).

Key performance indicators of the
IS Programme in Gauteng and KZN
Waste to landfill
diversion

6 160 tonnes

2

Processing through the waste station.

Bokashi Bran (Pty) Ltd manufactures bokashi and offers a
sustainable, green solution to food waste by diverting it from
landfills. Untreated food waste rots at landfill and generates
methane gas and leachates that is a detriment to the
environment. Through the maceration and dewatering system
of their waste-station machine, Bokashi Bran customers reduce
food waste volumes by up to 80% resulting in savings in
compactor or skip upliftments.
As part of the GISP collaboration process, Bokashi Bran assisted
Tsogo Sun’s Silver Stars Casino by implementing the Bokashi
Bran Food Waste Recycling Solution in 2016. With a staff canteen
feeding 1450 employees and 12 food outlet tenants, Silverstar
was landfilling approximately 47 tonnes of waste per month.

Implementation of the recycling solution
resulted in the following
• 980 tonnes landfill diversion.
• 2 379 tonnes GHG emission reduction.

GHG reduction
(CO2e)

6 097 tonnes

Virgin resource
use reduction

8 800 tonnes

Industrial
water saved

167 760
kl/m3

Cost
savings

R22 800

Jobs
created

3 new
contract jobs

• 36 260 m3 industrial water saved.
• Reduction of waste generated per month
from 75 to 5 tonnes.
• Waste to landfill diversion of 70 tonnes per
month realised.
• 76% reduction in the tonnage of food waste
by processing it through the Bokashi Waste
Station machine.
Treating with bokashi.

3

Composting.
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Skills Development

2

energy efficiency qualifications
developed and registered on the NQF

NCPC-SA winner: “Best training provider in
the Public Sector” Achiever Award 2016

d in 8 sectors
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Trained

41 experts • 22 trainers
876 delegates at 57 training events
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14 435
users on
www.ncpc.co.za

5 000

people engaged at:
• 76 presentations
• 15 hosted events
• 14 exhibitions

Year 1 of Industrial Energy
Efficiency Project Phase II –
R60 m saved to date in 16

Industrial
Water
Efficiency
Project
launched

plants
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Implemented in
partnership with

Industrial Energy Efficiency Project
Whilst the final project evaluation of
Phase I of the Industrial Energy Efficiency
(IEE) Project confirmed the impact

IEE Project Cumulative Savings
(2010 – 2016)

made by the project since 2010, the
NCPC-SA began the second phase with

Energy

new targets and increased scope.
The IEE Project remains one of the Nationally Appropriate

CO2e

Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) for South Africa in meeting
its carbon reduction commitments, with the cumulative

2 900 GWh
of energy saved

7.6 million tonnes
CO2e mitigated

CO2e offset at over 7.5 million tonnes – only 2 million off
the national target set for industry by 2020.

Financial

Savings: April 2016 – March 2017
kWh

Tonnes CO2

Rand Value

634 400 000

596 300

R512 600 000

CASE
STUDY

Companies

R2.4 billion
saved in energy costs

67 plants
reported savings

Vito Ice Cream lowers energy through the IEE Project

Vito Ice Cream, a Cape Town based company, has strategically positioned itself as South Africa’s largest
lollipop sticks manufacturer. As this is a highly seasonal product, Vito Ice Cream does not operate at
full capacity throughout the year. The cold room is the greatest energy user during down-time, while
ice cream making products are refrigerated in preparation for the production season.
Vito Ice Cream joined the NCPC-SA’s IEE Project in 2015. They implemented various energy efficiency
measures relating to the refrigeration systems, compressed air systems, lighting and hot water
systems. Between 2016 and 2017, Vito Ice Cream implemented six projects at a total capital
investment of R250 000.

The result was:

• A monetary saving of R436 839
• Energy saving equaling 350 717 kWh
• GHG emissions were reduced

by 335 tonnes of CO2e
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Chilled water piping before and after the
insulation and pipe diversion project.

Skills Development
The 2016/17 financial year was a successful one for skills development at the NCPC-SA.
Not only did training numbers once again exceed targets, but the NCPC-SA was
awarded a top achievement in this field – an Achiever Award, in the category
“Best training provider in the Public Sector”. The award was made in recognition of
the NCPC-SA’s work in providing solutions to develop scarce and critical skills in support
of industry’s transition to a low carbon economy.

22
41

Experts

Trainers

876

delegates at

57

training events

Energy efficiency qualifications
registered
Another significant highlight was the registration of
two energy efficiency qualifications on the National
Qualification Framework (NQF). The two were
developed in partnership with the Energy and Water
SETA, and various industry partners.
• the Energy Efficiency Technician (Energy Audit
Technician) is registered at NQF Level 6
• the Energy Management Advisor is registered on
the NQF at Level 8
The process of accrediting training providers to offer
the qualifications will begin in 2017/18.

The qualification document can be
accessed via the SAQA website:
www.saqa.org.za.

2

energy efficiency
qualifications developed
and registered on the NQF

2016 Achiever Award Winners
NCPC-SA Director, Ndivhuho Raphulu and Skills
Development Manager, Wynand van der Merwe
with the Achiever Award trophy.
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Special Projects

Sustainable
Recycling
Industries (SRI)
Project
Switch Africa Green

Life Cycle Inventories

Switch Africa Green is an initiative to support six African countries (South

In 2016 the NCPC-SA, in

Africa, Ghana, Kenya, Burkina Faso, Mauritius and Uganda) in their transition

partnership with the University

to inclusive green economy, and in promoting a shift to sustainable

of Cape Town and Ecoinvent,

consumption and production patterns. In South Africa, the lead national
agency is the Department of Environmental Affairs in partnership with the
NCPC-SA as an implementing agent.
The programme has three components: policy support, green business
development and networking facility. The policy support component was
completed in 2015-16.
This year focused on Component B – Green Business Development, aimed
at supporting SMMEs to move towards resource-efficient green business.
At the NCPC-SA, component B activities are underway with a focus on
industrial symbiosis in SMMEs. The project has thus far delivered three training

kicked off the Life Cycle
Inventories Project and
established the Southern
African Regional Coordination
Centre (SARCC) as part of the
Sustainable Recycling Industries
(SRI) project that is funded by
the Swiss government (SECO).
The main goal is to establish

sessions to identify companies that will participate in the programme. About

regional Life Cycle Inventories

40 companies participated in total from the two training sessions held.

(LCI) for the use in Life

There are currently 14 in-depth assessments underway in various companies.
The targeted date for completion of the assessments was the end of June

Cycle Assessment studies,
environmental product

2017. The project is expected to undertake a further 16 assessments before

declarations, carbon foot-

June 2018.

printing and similar tools.

In 2017, the companies

The collected and processed

will receive facilitation to

data will represent resource

link them to the synergy

consumption and emissions

platform to be matched with

of technologies used in the

compatible partners. The

focus countries.

plan for 2017 will focus on
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-Natal

Four data projects were

and Gauteng provinces.

initiated, which will enable
the LCI project to support the
creation of reliable, consistent
and transparent inventories,

Switch Africa Green,
Limpopo.

available free of charge as the
basis of national and regional
LCI databases.
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Eco-Innovation Pilot Implementation Project
During the past two years, the NCPC-SA participated in the European Commission
funded Eco-Innovation Pilot Implementation project as technical partner with the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
The pilot phase of the project was implemented

break out of unsustainable business as usual practises,

successfully in South Africa and seven other countries,

and offers an opportunity to turn current and future

with the objective of promoting resource efficiency

challenges into opportunities for sustainable growth.

through the eco-innovation methodology with SMEs in
the metals sector.
Following the completion of the pilot phase, scaling up
and replication of the eco-innovation approach can be
considered. This step will assist industries and companies
to develop life cycle based strategic goals and adapt to
sustainable business models.
It is a continuous process of change that requires
companies to think strategically and systematically
through life cycle thinking and innovate for solutions
beyond their own company’s gates. It helps companies

The Eco-Innovation Pilot Project team at an industry workshop.

LCCR: Low Carbon Climate Resilience
Undertaken in partnership with UNIDO and sponsored by
the Government of Japan, this project was aimed at the use
of RECP methodologies and tools to advance the ability of
South African industry to become climate resilient by adopting
and using the best available low carbon technologies.
The project has three phases:

1

Phase I:
Policy and Sector Review
(closed)

• National Vulnerability Assessment Report.

2

Phase II:
Technology
Assessment (closed)

3

Phase III:
Demonstration and
Dissemination (2017/18)

• Technology Assessment

• Value Chain Assessment Report.
• Climate Change Policy Brief Report.
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Awareness-Raising Highlights
The NCPC-SA once again had an excellent year in terms of reaching stakeholders with
the messages of RECP, with a positive uptake in media articles, conference, exhibition
and workshop attendance and presentations by Centre experts on a range of platforms.

5 000
people engaged at:
• 76 presentations
• 15 hosted events
• 14 exhibitions

99

14 435

media
articles

NCPC-SA exhibiting at
the Africa Energy Indaba
NCPC-SA at SAEE Convention

14

Africa Energy Eco-Logic
Indaba
Awards
Buy Local
Summit

Events Highlights

Manufacturing Indaba

Sustainability

– 1 May 2016.

Africa Utility Week

Week

Service Publication

SA Metals
Castings
Conference

users on www.ncpc.co.za

South African
Energy Efficiency Convention

Alf Hartzenburg presenting on IEE

NCPC-SA hosting an energy workshop
at the African Energy Indaba

NCPC-SA
RECP Toolkit

…is a set of online tools
for companies to use in
adopting RECP.
The toolkit aims to give companies
a basic understanding of how
to implement various RECP
interventions, and provide
best practice tips and
self-assessment tools.

Videos and best
practice slides, as well as
self-check questionnaires
are being uploaded
regularly on

www.ncpc.co.za

National Cleaner Production Centre South Africa
For more information or enquiries about the NCPC-SA,
please visit our website or contact us on:
Pretoria: +27 12 841 3772 Cape Town: +27 21 658 2776 Durban: +27 31 242 2441

CREATIVE VISION 082 338 3742

Email: ncpc@csir.co.za

www.ncpc.co.za

@NCPC_SA

